In recent years, the decision-making models with hesitant fuzzy preference relations (HFPRs) have received a lot of attention by some researchers. Meanwhile, the previous studies normally adopt normalization technical means to ensure the same number for all elements, which biases original information of decision-makers. In order to overcome this problem, in this paper, the multiplicative consistency of HFPRs is defined and the highest consistent reduced HFPRs are obtained by means of fuzzy linear programming method from given HFPRs. The proposed regression method eliminates the unreasonable information and retains the reasonable information from a given HFPR. In addition, the proposed method overcomes drawbacks of Zhu and Xu's regression method and is more simple and effective. On account of the obtained reduced HFPRs by the proposed regression method, a GDM model is established. Finally, a supplier selection problem was researched to present the effectiveness and pragmatism of the proposed approach, which proved that the method could offer beneficial insights into the GDM procedure.
Introduction
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) proposed by Saaty [1] is a currently common multiple criteria decision-making (MCDM) method. The preference relation is obtained by pairwise comparison matrices between alternatives over given criterion at a time, which is a major part of AHP. With the development of fuzzy mathematics, all kinds of preference relations were established, such as fuzzy preference relation (FPR) [2] [3] [4] [5] , linguistic preference relation [6] [7] [8] , and intuitionistic fuzzy preference relation [9, 10] . In the practical decision-making process, due to the complexity and uncertainty, it is difficult for decision-makers (DMs) to provide just a single term to evaluate two alternatives. To deal with this problem, Torra [11] proposed the hesitant fuzzy set, which allows DMs to consider several possible values at the same time to evaluate two methods. The hesitant fuzzy set complies with the cognitive characteristics of DMs, contains more influential information of DMs, and avoids the loss of information of DMs. From then on, the MCDM problems with hesitant fuzzy set have received close attention by some researchers [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Besides, all kinds of hesitant fuzzy aggregation operators also were proposed to integrate the preferences of experts in group decision-making (GDM) problem [18, 21, 22] . Furthermore, Xia and Xu [23] proposed the hesitant fuzzy preference relation (HFPR). The other two preference relations based on hesitant fuzzy set also were proposed: hesitant multiplicative preference relation (HMPR) [23] [24] [25] and hesitant fuzzy linguistic preference relation (HFLPR) [26] [27] [28] .
The GDM models based on HFPR have gained wide attention in some literatures [16, 19, 23] . Xia and Xu [23] proposed the concept of HFPR and applied the GHFA, GHFWA, GHFG, and GHFWG operator to obtain the collective matric, respectively. Liao et al. [16] recommended the concept of multiplicative consistency of HFPR and carried out two iterative algorithms to improve the individual consistency level and consensus level of HFPR, respectively. Finally, a collective HFPR was obtained by integrating the individual HFPRs using AHFWA or AHFWG operator. Zhang et al. [19] proposed a GDM model simultaneously considering individual consistency and group consensus by means of automatic iteration based on the additive consistency of HFPR and applied the model to a supplier selection problem. However, Xia and Xu's [23] [19] method add some new elements to HFPR in the process of normalization. As for the uncertainty of hesitant information, the above proposed methods should extract the reasonable information from the HFPR rather than trying to satisfy that all the comparison information should be perfectly consistent. At the same time, the cardinal consistency should be studied without utilizing the normalization process, because the normalization process biases original information [29] . Moreover, Zhu and Xu [30] introduced a regression method to obtain the highest consistent FPR in all possible FPRs from a given HFPR based on average estimated preference degree.
Based on the above motivations, in this paper, we are devoted to obtaining the FPR of highest consistent degree from given HFPR based on the multiplicative consistency of HFPR by means of fuzzy linear programming method. The obtained highest consistency FPR may be explained as the most reasonable information from a given HFPR, namely, a process of regression. Through two examples, it is demonstrated that the proposed regression method is valid and overcomes the drawback of Zhu and Xu's method [30] . Hence, the proposed GDM model based on fuzzy linear programming is believable. In the following, some new features of the proposed GDP model distinguished from the previous studies are summarized as follows:
(1) The proposed model avoids the bias for original information as much as possible, unlike the normalization method.
(2) The proposed model throws away some unreasonable information and retains the more relational information, which makes the result of GDM more rational.
(3) The calculation amount of the proposed model is reduced as it is based on the reduced HFPRs.
The rest of this paper is set up as follows. Section 2 reviews the definitions of FPRs and HFPRs. In Section 3, a fuzzy linear programming is proposed to seek for the FPR of the highest consistency level from a given HFPR based on multiplicative consistency of HFPR. In Section 4, a group decision-making model with HFPR based on regression method is established. In Section 5, a supplier selection problem is resolved by the proposed model. Some concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
Hesitant Fuzzy Preference Relations
First of all, we review fuzzy preference relation (FPR) introduced by Tanino [31] .
Definition 1 (see [31] ). Let be a FPR for the set of alternatives = { 1 , 2 , . . . , }, shown as follows:
where indicates the degree of preference for alternative over , ∈ [0, 1], = 0.5 denotes indifference between and , = 1 denotes is absolutely preferred to , and > 0.5 denotes is preferred to , where 1 ≤ , ≤ .
Definition 2 (see [23] ). Let = { 1 , 2 , . . . , } be a fixed set, and then a HFPR on is indicated as = (ℎ ) × ⊂ × , where ℎ = { ( ) | = 1, 2, . . . , #ℎ } (#ℎ is the number of values in ℎ ) is a hesitant fuzzy element, which denotes all the possible preference degree(s) of the objective over . Moreover, ℎ should satisfy the following conditions:
where ( ) is the th largest element in ℎ .
A Regression for HFPR Using Fuzzy Linear Programming Method
In this section, we will present a method to degenerate a HFPR to the highest consistent degree FPR by means of fuzzy linear programming, which we call a reduced HFPR. First of all, we propose the multiplicative consistency of HFPR based on multiplicative consistency of FPR. In the following, we review the concept of multiplicative consistency for FPR.
Definition 3 (see [32] ). Let = ( ) × be a FPR. If satisfies the following conditions:
then is called a multiplicative consistent FPR, where = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) is the priority weighting vector for = ( ) × and ∑ =1 = 1, ≥ 0, = 1, 2, . . . , .
Motivated by Definition 3, we establish the concept of multiplicative consistency of HFPR as follows.
Definition 4. Let
= (ℎ ) × be a HFPR. If satisfies the following conditions:
then is called a multiplicative consistent HFPR, where ℎ ( ) is the th element in ℎ , #ℎ is the number of ℎ , is the importance weight of the alternative , and ∑ =1 = 1, ≥ 0, = 1, 2, . . . , .
If a HFPR is not consistent, then there is no vector that satisfies (4) . Meanwhile, it is difficult to satisfy the perfect consistency in real world, i.e., satisfying (4). Kacprzyk and Fedrizzi [33] proposed "Soft" consistency concept to express approximate consistency. Let ( ) = (ℎ − 1) + ℎ , and if ( ) = 0, then we say that the satisfaction degree of the priorities equals one. Otherwise, the satisfaction degree should reduce for some deviation. In what follows, we define the satisfaction degree related to the priorities by a membership function ( ) based on researches [34] [35] [36] [37] :
where ≥ 0 is a deviation coefficient and it is obvious that
be the simplex hyperplane. The overall satisfaction degree to the priority vector ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) can be defined as a membership function:
To obtain the highest satisfaction degree, we can maximize ( ) as = max min
There exists at least one solution as ( ) is a convex set, which has the maximum degree with membership . Model (7) can be transformed into model (8) based on a max-min optimization method [38] as follows:
By means of (5) and (8) 
Since ( ) = (ℎ − 1) + ℎ , model (9) can be rewritten as max s.t.
In order to make model (10) easier to be understood, it can be turned into the following model: 
Based on the above discussion, it is worth noting that using model (11) is to find out the highest consistent property FPR within all possible FPRs from a given HFPR, namely, a reduced HFPR. 
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The obtained FPR is in agreement with Zhu and Xu's method [30] . It is showed that the proposed method is credible.
Remark 6. In model (11), the deviation parameters do not influence the priorities and reduced HFPRs obtained by our model but affect the membership . A large enough deviation parameter can guarantee that the intersection of all convex membership functions ( ) ( , = 1, 2, . . . , ) is not empty. Hence, we can get a positive and find a feasible area on the simplex [36, 37] . For 1 in Example 5, by model (11) with different values for , we obtain the results shown in Table 1 .
As can be seen from Table 1 , it shows that the priorities of each objective and the reduced HFPRs remain unchanged and only change the membership for the different values of . Without loss of generality, we set = 1 in model (11) . 
We calculate model (11) 
By means of the additive consistency checking approach [39] , we may obtain the consistency levels of the above two FPRs as follows: CI( ) = 0.975 > CI( ) = 0.958. From the above analysis, it shows that the consistency level of the reduced HFPR by our method is higher than that by Zhu and Xu's method [30] . Therefore, the proposed regression method is more reasonable than Zhu and Xu's method.
A Group Decision-Making Model Based on Regression Method with HFPR
In this section, a group decision-making model based on regression method is established with HFPR. Assume that there are alternatives 1 , 2 , . . . , and experts 1 , 2 , . . . , . ( = 1, 2 , . . . , ) indicates the HFPR given by expert ( = 1, 2, . . . , ). The flow chart of the proposed GDM model is presented as Figure 1 and its procedure is specifically shown as follows.
Step 1. Reduce HFPRs ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) to FPRs ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) by means of model (11), respectively.
Step 2. Establish the modified consistency matrix̃based on ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) by means of Chen et al. 's [40] method as follows:
Step 3. Construct the collective matrix based on experts' weights = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) by means of (18) (FPWA operator).
Step 4. It is computation of score function by means of (19) and ranking alternatives ( = 1, 2, . . . , ).
If ( 
Step 5. End.
Case Study: Supplier Selection Problem
In recent decades, supply chain management (SCM) is a hot area of research [41] [42] [43] . The objective of SCM is to maximize total supply chain surplus based on the efficient process of raw materials, inventory, finished products, selling information, and capitals. It is supplier selection that affects the company's products competitive edge as well as the competitiveness of entire supply chain [44, 45] . Ghodsypour and O'Brien [46] mentioned that the cost of raw materials and component parts occupies 70% of the product cost in manufacturing industries. Hence, selecting the correct supplier will result in increasing profitability, responding to customers' demands quickly, and improving competitiveness of the company in the market. In what follows, an application for supplier selection is presented.
Example 8 (see [19] ). A solar company prepares to select a suitable supplier to purchase solar panels. In here, four potential suppliers are from USA, Germany, China, and Turkey, which are indicated as ( = 1, 2, 3, 4), respectively. 
In what follows, a step-by-step procedure is given as follows.
Step 1. Reduce HFPRs ( = 1, 2, 3, 4) to FPRs ( = 1, 2, 3, 4) by means of model (11) , respectively. Step 2. Establish the modified consistency matrix̃( = 1, 2, 3, 4) for every expert by means of Chen et al. method [40] as follows:1 
Step 4. It is ranking for alternatives by means of (19) as follows:
( 1 ) = 0.2368, ( 2 ) = 0.2719, ( 3 ) = 0.2739, and ( 4 ) = 0.2174. Because ( 3 ) > ( 2 ) > ( 1 ) > ( 4 ), we obtain the ranking is 3 > 2 > 1 > 4 . Hence, the best alternative is 3 (i.e., China), which is the same as Zhang et al. 's method [19] . In this case, it may be more convenient and tractable, since our method based on regression method has less computation quantity and is easier to understand than Zhang et al. 's method. More importantly, the proposed method discards what is false and keeps what is genuine, which makes the result of decisionmaking more trusted.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed the multiplicative consistency of HFPR. Based on this, a fuzzy linear programming method has been presented to find out the highest consistent FPR from all possible FPRs, namely, a process of regression. In addition, through numerical examples, it has been showed that the reduced HFPR by the proposed method has the higher consistency level compared to Zhu and Xu's method. A step-by-step GDM procedure based on the reduced HFPRs has been concluded. Following the procedure, a supplier selection problem is worked out by means of the proposed model. With the help of the illustration, it is also depicted that the proposed GDM model is both practical and effective.
Meanwhile, the DMs frequently provide incomplete information in the process of real decision-making because of complicated decision environment, background knowledge, time pressure, and so forth. Hence, the GDM model with incomplete HFPR may be studied in the future work.
